FLEET360* STEAM PLANT SERVICE SOLUTIONS

- 230+ years of "plant-as-a-system" expertise
- 90+ OEM brands serviced
- 120+ million hours of operating data analyzed
- 1 partner to deliver all of your plant solutions

AIR QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM
- 2,800+ industrial systems implemented

BOILER
- GE installations represent 30%+ of the world’s fleet

MULTI-YEAR AGREEMENTS
- Performance-based strategies that can change through the life cycle

GENERATOR
- ALL OEM brands supported 30+%

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
- Outcome-based solutions that transform knowledge into power

STEAM TURBINE
- ~40% of steam turbine solutions are performed on cross-fleet assets

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (O&M) SERVICES
- GE manages 30+ O&M sites globally that produce 15 GW of total power

OUTPUT
South Africa’s Eskom Arnot steam plant partnered with GE to develop a plant solution including upgrades to turbine modules, boiler components and pumps that increased its output by 300 MW.

RELIABILITY/AVAILABILITY
PGE extended the life of its Belchatów 6 plant in Poland 25 years by implementing a boiler, steam turbine and generator package solution.

EFFICIENCY
System-level upgrades from GE can reduce steam plant fuel costs up to 10%.

FLEXIBILITY
With FLEX SUITE digital solutions, GE steam plant customers can turn down to as low as 10% operation.

EMISSIONS REDUCTION
GE plant solutions can be customized to help customers comply with country/region-specific emissions requirements including technology to reduce SOx emissions up to 99%.

PREDICTABILITY
Asset performance management digital solutions can help our customers save up to $1 billion over the next decade.

* Fleet360 and FLEX SUITE is a trademark of General Electric Company.